
ECW on TNN – March 10, 2000:
In Search Of A New Wrestling
Mastermind
ECW  on TNN
Date: March 10, 2000
Location: ECW Arena, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Attendance: 1,500
Commentators: Joel Gertner, Joey Styles

It’s the go home show for Living Dangerously and the main story….is up
for debate actually. It could be Dreamer and Tanaka winning the tag
titles on a fluke last week. It could be (and likely is) Heyman and
company going to war with the Network. It could be Dusty vs. Corino.
Either way, none of these feuds have had matches announced for the PPV,
but maybe we’ll get something tonight. Let’s get to it.

Joey and Joel are in the ring for the intro for the first time in a few
weeks. Joel actually gets to finish him limerick this week by saying that
after tonight’s show in Philly, he’ll be riding Cyrus’ mom silly. This of
course draws out Cyrus but even Joey goes off on him this time, saying he
won’t interview a jerk like Cyrus.

Opening sequence.

Cyrus is still in the ring as the fans chant for RVD. We FINALLY get some
matches announced for the PPV as tonight we’ll start a TV Title
tournament which will end at the PPV. Bill Alfonzo comes out but Cyrus
keeps ranting, saying he’s canceling ECW on TNN to be replaced by Extreme
Championship Shuffleboard. This brings out RVD with the title and his
ankle wrapped up. Before we get to that though, here’s a PPV ad so we can
pay the talent.
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Also a hotline ad.

Back in the arena with Scotty Anton (Riggs) standing by RVD’s side. Cyrus
makes fun of Riggs but Rob shoves him away and praises Riggs for his
loyalty. Yeah the screwjob is coming a mile away. Anyway Rob says his leg
is getting better and he’s still in the gym to stay in shape. Rob talks
about watching ECW grow for years now and about how he’s never left for
greener pastures. He isn’t going to let Cyrus screw up everything ECW has
done no matter how badly he’s hurt.

Rob throws down the belt and vows to take the title back from whomever
Cyrus gets it on and he’ll do it here on TNN. Cyrus and Fonzie are about
to get into it but Rhyno gores Fonzie down. Rob and Rhyno get into it but
Anton pulls RVD away before he’s injured even worse. Cyrus wants to start
this tournament right now.

TV Title Tournament Quarter-Finals: Rhyno vs. Spike Dudley

Spike scores with a quick neckbreaker and gets two off a small package. A
sunset flip gets the same and Spike low bridges a charging Rhyno out to
the floor. Back from a break with Spike being thrown off a balcony onto
but not through some tables. Back to ringside with Rhyno being sent into
the barricade and a bulldog gets two for Spike.

Spike takes a chair to the top but dives into a left hand to the ribs to
put him down. A TKO gets two for Rhyno and he sets up a table in the
corner. Spike comes back with the Acid Drop but here come all the heels
to break it up. The distraction lets Rhyno Gore him through the table,
injuring Spike’s knee in the process. A piledriver sends Rhyno to the
semi-finals at the PPV, apparently against Sandman who beat Tajiri in a
non-televised match.

Rating: D. I’m over this Spike the Giant Killer schtick. We get it: you
have ONE MOVE that can stop big guys but people are going to interfere in
case it’s a top level monster. It’s the same idea of X-Pac being able to



hit the X-Factor and win matches against guys he has no business being in
the ring against. In other words, COME UP WITH SOMETHING ELSE.

Spike is being taken to the hospital.

Jado/Gedo vs. Impact Players

This is also from the same show but it’s being shown out of order for
some reason. I think Gedo is starting against Credible with the Players
in early control. Off to Storm for a dropkick and a bunch of trash
talking (yes from Lance Storm) before it’s back to Credible for a
chinlock. Gedo tries to fight up but gets taken down by a clothesline and
it’s back to Storm for right hands. Gedo flips out of a German suplex and
clotheslines Storm down, allowing for the tag off to Jado.

Storm gets crotched on the top and belly to back superplexed down.
Everything breaks down and both teams score some hot near falls. Back to
Justin as the chair is thrown out of the ring, only to be replaced by a
table. Jado reverses a hiptoss to send Credible through the table before
catching Storm in a tiger driver. A top rope splash from Gedo gets two
and Justin is dropkicked to the floor. Jado gets two off a middle rope
powerbomb but Gedo walks into a superkick and gets caught in a spike
piledriver for the pin.

Rating: C+. This was a fun match for the most part when they ignored the
violent nonsense. I can usually overlook insanity and rules breaking down
in tag matches because it makes for the most interesting stuff. Also, how
nice was it to see actual TAGS in a tag team match? Fun stuff here.

We’re FINALLY given more PPV matches with Dreamer/Tanaka defending
against the Impact Players and Mike Awesome/Raven (never been on screen
together that I remember) and Corino vs. Dusty Rhoes in a bullrope match.

Tag Titles: Raven/Mike Awesome vs. Masato Tanaka/Tommy Dreamer



Sure why not. Awesome throws Dreamer around to start before it’s off to
Raven for some cheap shots. Dreamer gets up and Raven runs off to bring
Mike back in. Tanaka gets the tag as well to give us the same match we’ve
been watching for three months. Awesome wins a slugout and gets two off a
quick splash. Tanaka sends him face first into the middle buckle and
scores with a missile dropkick for no cover. Awesome counters the tornado
DDT into a sitout spinebuster but he tags Raven instead of covering.

We get our first chair but Tanaka channels his inner Samoan and no sells
the shot to the head. Tanaka elbows him in the head for two and Raven is
sent into the chair in the corner. Dreamer pounds away and puts Raven in
the Tree of Woe for the standing on the crotch spot. Awesome uses the
distraction to powerbomb Dreamer out of the corner to give Raven two.
Back to Mike for a middle rope back elbow, getting another near fall.

A choke bomb gets two more on Dreamer so it’s back to Raven. Bird Boy
grabs a mic and pounds it into Dreamer’s head as Raven talks trash to
Tommy. Dreamer does the smart thing by kicking Raven low but the back is
too hurt to tag. A bulldog gets two on Dreamer and it’s table time.
Awesome misses the splash through the table and Dreamer makes the tag off
to Tanaka. He cleans house on both challenges but Awesome takes him down
with a release German suplex.

Everything breaks down and Judge Jeff Jones sends in two more tables.
Masato loads up a superplex through the table but gets crotched on the
top instead. Dreamer loads up a Death Valley Driver off the top, only to
be pulled down by Raven and sent face first into the edge of the table
with the drop toehold. That looked SICK.

The Awesome Splash is only good for two and the Awesome Bomb through the
table gets the same thanks to a save by Tanaka. The Roaring (discus)
elbow gets two on Raven and the Dreamer DDT gets the same. Awesome hits
the running Awesome Bomb through the table on Dreamer, allowing Raven to
get the pin and the titles.



Rating: D+. This was actually something almost kind of resembling the tag
team formula. It’s certainly not a good match but at least there was some
kind of a flow to it. The booking on the other hand continues to be
stupid as there’s no real reason to change the titles around like this
other than to set up the three way dance. Raven vs. Dreamer and Tanaka
vs. Awesome are played out, but Heyman, the GENIUS, can’t come up with
anything new so this is what we’re stuck with.

Sinister Minister does his recap of the show and laughs a lot. Is there a
point to this guy?

Overall Rating: D+. Well it wasn’t as bad as last week’s show but that
isn’t saying much. We do at least have something set up for Sunday which
is more than I was expecting to have by the end of the show. Some of the
wrestling here wasn’t terrible and the less Sandman nonsense I have to
sit through the better.

Here’s Living Dangerously if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/12/on-this-day-march-12-2000-living
-dangerously-2000-two-ecw-shows-in-a-month-is-dangerous-enough/

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews, and pick up my
new book of Complete 2001 Monday Night Raw Reviews at Amazon
for just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:
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